Background/Study Context: The goal of the study was to identify and characterize latent profiles (clusters) of cognitive functioning in centenarians and the psychometric properties of cognitive measures within them.
INTRODUCTION
Increases in life expectancy indicate that the proportion of the population that can expect to reach advanced age, or to become exceptional survivors, is growing rapidly and is projected to continue increasing in coming decades (Christensen, Doblhammer, Rau, & Vaupel, 2009 ). However, centenarians remain extremely rare, and data from population-based samples in this age group are just now becoming available in the research literature Miller et al., 2010; Mitchell et al., 2011; Poon et al., 2012) .
Although pathological criteria for Alzheimer's disease remain unclear among individuals aged 90+ (Albert et al., 2011) , available data suggest that cognitive impairment as defined by performance rated relative to validated dementia scales is quite prevalent in this age group (see Poon et al., 2012 for a review). Further, there is considerable evidence for variation in cognitive functioning associated with age, gender, race, educational attainment, functional performance, and residential status Miller et al., 2010; Mitchell et al., 2011) suggesting the importance of considering these additional covariates when interpreting results from cognitive tests from this age group.
Within the domain of cognitive functioning in older populations much effort has been devoted to distinguishing between individuals with normal and non-normal (i.e., pathological) cognitive functioning (Deary et al., 2009; Whalley, Deary, Appleton, & Starr, 2004) . As the prevalence of cognitive impairment increases (prevalence of dementia is very low in individuals aged 65, but may be as high as 35% among individuals aged 85+ and over 50% among centenarians (Corrada, Brookmeyer, Paganini-Hill, Berlau, & Kawas, 2010; Ferri et al., 2005; Poon et al., 2012) , this distinction becomes increasingly important. In an age group as extreme as centenarians, this distinction is further complicated by the fact that many non-impaired centenarians as defined by global neurocognitive assessment tools may perform below thresholds for cognitive impairment established with younger samples (Miller et al., 2010) . As a result of these age-related changes in cognitive performance, many centenarians can be expected to perform at floor or ceiling effects on measures of cognitive performance designed to capture higher and lower levels of ability, respectively.
Further, given the short life-expectancy of centenarians (approximately two years), nearly half of any population-based sample of centenarians may be expected to be in a period of terminal cognitive decline (Batterham, Christensen, & Mackinnon, 2011; MacDonald, Hultsch, & Dixon, 2011; Sliwinski et al., 2006) . Thus, the study of cognitive function in centenarians is more complex than with younger samples, and may require application of novel statistical methods in order to answer important scientific questions such as regarding normal cognitive functioning or estimating the prevalence of cognitive impairment. Factor mixture analysis is one such technique for separating a sample into underlying more homogenous subsamples (Lubke & Muthén, 2005) . It is analogous to a multi-group factor analysis in which each individual's group membership (i.e., cognitively normal or cognitively non-normal as defined by performance on global neurocognitive tools) is inferred from the data rather than explicitly known in advance. A recent report using population-based data with a much younger sample has suggested that factor mixture analysis worked well for separating individuals into groups representing normal cognitive functioning, mild cognitive impairment, or dementia (Viroli, 2012) .
In short, in a population-based sample of centenarians, we expect the population sample to be comprised of subpopulations representing distinctive levels of cognitive performance. In this study, our criterion for evaluating cognitive impairment was measured indirectly in reference to the Global Deterioration Rating Scale (GDRS, Reisberg, Ferris, de Leon, & Crook, 1982) , which has recently been validated against clinical consensus diagnoses of cognitive impairment and neuropathological data using a subsample of the Georgia Centenarian Study .
The goals of this paper are to: 1) determine how many subpopulations are found in a population-based sample of centenarians, 2) determine whether these groups can be clearly distinguished using factor mixture analysis, 3) characterize the profiles of cognitive performance across a range of cognitive measures within each group, and 4) evaluate evidence for the validity of membership in these classes.
METHODS
A population-based sample of 244 centenarians (n=135) and near-centenarians (n=109) from Phase III of the Georgia Centenarian Study (GCS, 2001 (GCS, -2008 ) was analyzed, representing over 19% of that total estimated population from a 44 county region of northeast Georgia. Ages ranged from 98 to 108 years, 15.8% were men, 20.5% were African-American, and 38.0% lived in community settings. The study was approved by the University of Georgia Institutional Review Board on Human Subjects. Inclusion criteria for the GCS were verified age-eligibility and consent to blood draw, with no exclusions.
Procedures
Description of the design, recruitment, and multidisciplinary evaluation of the subjects in the GCS has been described elsewhere (Arnold et al., 2010; Poon et al., 2007) . In brief, the data collection team met centenarians at their residence. Data collection was divided into four sessions, each of which could be completed within two hours. On the first visit, after explaining the study aims and obtaining informed written consent, demographic, family longevity and mental status information was collected. A second session included a blood draw and a physical examination. The third and fourth sessions focused on neuropsychological and physical functioning, respectively.
Cognitive Functioning
The cognitive measures used in this study were designed to capture the wide range of cognitive functioning that was expected in this group, and to include measures of global cognitive performance, executive functioning, episodic memory, and motor speed. In addition to measures designed to differentiate among levels of cognitive performance the battery also includes measures by which to classify severity of cognitive impairment.
Global Cognitive Performance
Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE)-One of the most widely used assessments of mental status, the MMSE (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) , is used as a screening tool for cognitive impairment. It is made up of 11 items that generate a score ranging from 0 to 30. The MMSE assesses orientation to time and place, immediate and short-delayed recall of three words, attention, calculation, language, and visual construction. The original MMSE was developed to discriminate demented from non-demented psychiatric patients.
Severe Impairment Battery (SIB)-The SIB (Saxton, McGonigle-Gibson, Swihart, Miller, & Boller, 1990 ) was developed to be used with significantly cognitively impaired individuals and to provide useful information regarding global cognitive functioning at the lower levels of performance. It was used in this study as a primary measure of global cognitive performance. The SIB has numerous advantages for use in a frail population such as centenarians, as items are quite simple and designed to minimize floor effects. Items are one-step questions or commands, and it also makes use of gestural cues, so is particularly amenable to testing persons with hearing impairment, common in the oldest old. The SIB consists of cognitive subscales that are generally downward extensions of items often seen in other screening instruments. The SIB has been shown to provide a varied range of scores in participants with MMSE scores less than 12 (Panisset, Roudier, Saxton, & Boiler, 1994) .
Executive Functioning
Controlled Oral Word Association Test (COWAT)-The COWAT (Reitan & Wolfson, 1993) was included as a measure of executive functioning. It assesses the ability to generate multiple responses under timed conditions while adhering to a set of rules. It provides opportunities to observe perseveration, rule-breaking, and generation of socially inappropriate responses.
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale Similarities test-The WAIS Similarities subscale (Wechsler, 1997 ) is a measure of abstract reasoning and a strong correlate of verbal intelligence. It was selected in order to provide discrimination at the higher range of cognitive functioning. (Grigsby, Kaye, & Robbins, 1992) was developed as a brief screening measure of executive functioning. It is a short, nine item test, primarily evaluating motor control processes. Seven of the items directly assess motor control, while an additional item assesses sequencing and a final item assesses intervieweridentified insight.
Behavioral Dyscontrol Scale (BDS)-The BDS

Motor Speed
Handtapping test-An adapted version of the Finger Tapping test (Reitan & Wolfson, 1993) was used in order to evaluate simple motor speed. Based on pilot testing, the task was adapted to include tapping with all fingers rather than a specific finger in recognition of the high prevalence of arthritis in this age group.
Episodic Memory
Fuld Object Memory Evaluation (FOME)-The FOME (Fuld, 1981) Delayed Recall and Recognition tests were used to evaluate episodic memory.
Cognitive Impairment
Global Deterioration Rating Scale (GDRS)-The GDRS (Reisberg, Ferris, de Leon, & Crook, 1988 ) is a behavioral rating scale that is based on the premise that three major clinical phases of cognitive impairment are identifiable: forgetfulness, confusion, and dementia. These phases are further refined into seven clinically identifiable and ratable stages. GDRS scores were recently validated for a portion of this sample using additional clinical and neuropathological data. There was perfect concordance between consensus diagnoses and GDRS ratings in 27 of 39 cases . Thus, the GDRS serves as an appropriate index against which to evaluate the ability of our analyses to distinguish levels of cognitive performance.
Demographic and Background Characteristics
Analyses incorporated a variety of demographic and background characteristics including age (years), gender, race (white or African American), education (years), depressive symptomatology (Geriatric Depression Scale Short Form, GDS-SF, Sheikh & Yesavage, 1986) , and vision and hearing problems. In order to evaluate the concurrent and predictive validity of our latent classes, we included clinical parameters that have previously been linked to cognitive function in older adults: hemoglobin (g/dL), presence of the APOE-ε4 allele, facility residence, vitamin D (nmol/L), hemoglobin A1c (%), folate (ng/mL), vitamin B12 (pg/mL), homocysteine (µmol/L), mean arterial pressure, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, and two-year all-cause mortality (Denny, Kuchibhatla, & Cohen, 2006; Haslam et al., 2012; Hausman, Fischer, & Johnson, 2011) . Numerous studies have also linked renal functioning with cognitive performance (Bossola et al., 2011) . Serum creatinine (SCr, mg/dL) was used to estimate glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) using the four-variable Modified Diet in Renal Disease (MDRD) equation (Levey et al., 2006) . We also evaluated renal functioning as ln(eGFR+1), dichotomous cut-points (60 or 45 mL/min/1.73m 2 ), and 1/ SCr.
Non-fasting blood samples were collected. Plasma vitamin B12 and folate were measured by Quantaphase II Vitamin B12/Folate Radioassay (Bio-Rad, Richmond, CA, Johnson et al., 2010) . Serum total homocysteine was analyzed by capillary gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (Allen, Stabler, Savage, & Lindenbaum, 1993; Johnson et al., 2010; Stabler et al., 1988) . Systolic and diastolic blood pressure measures were obtained once with a brachial cuff and used to calculate pulse pressure (systolic BP -diastolic BP) in either sitting (n=215) or reclining (n=26) as possible for the participant; there were no differences in values as a function of posture.
Variables Used to Identify Latent Classes
Because latent classes of cognitive functioning cannot be observed directly, it is often useful to include auxiliary variables that are expected to aid in predicting class membership. Three non-cognitive variables were used to help identify latent classes. Based on our previous research indicating that directly assessed functional status (DAFS, Loewenstein et al., 1989) on basic and instrumental activities of daily living (BADL and IADL) were more highly with MMSE scores than with self-reported or proxy-rated BADLs and IADLs (Mitchell et al., 2011) , we used DAFS IADL and BADL scales and with age as exogenous non-cognitive predictors of latent class membership (i.e., variables which that are expected to correlate with latent class membership, but which are not included in the set of cognitive measures used to define them). In order to evaluate whether our results were sensitive to the choice of variables used to help identify the latent classes, we replicated findings for the factor mixture analyses using instead: 1) self-reported BADLs and IADLs, and 2) scores on the GDRS in place of the DAFS IADLs and BADLs and obtained substantively identical findings (results not presented). Descriptive statistics for all study covariates and criterion variable are presented in Table 1 by predicted latent class membership.
Analyses
Factor mixture analyses were estimated using Mplus 6.12 (Muthén & Muthén, 2011) . Additional analyses were performed using Stata 12 (StataCorp, 2011). We adjusted for floor effects on the MMSE, COWAT, WAIS, BDS, FOME Recall, and FOME Recognition scales and for ceiling effects on the SIB. The number of latent classes was varied from one to three. Factor variances were fixed at 1.0 within each class, and factor loadings, thresholds, and residual variances were permitted to vary across classes. Associations between adjustment variables (age, DAFS IADLs, DAFS BADLs) and observed cognitive status variables were held constant across latent classes. Consistent with the recommendations of Muthén (Muthén, 2002) , tests for the number of latent classes were determined using a combination of the bootstrapped (100 replicate samples) likelihood ratio test (BLRT) and sample-size adjusted Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). Additionally, variance associated with race, education, gender, depressive symptoms, and hearing and vision problems was partitioned from the latent variable scores (Horn & McArdle, 1992) .
Associations between predicted latent class membership and criterion variables were evaluated using Fisher's exact test, Wilcoxon Signed-rank tests, or t-tests (equal or unequal variances), as appropriate. Logistic regression was used to evaluate the association between GDRS scores and predicted class membership and receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curves.
RESULTS
Latent Class Membership
Results suggested that the two-class solution provided the best fit to model data (BLRT(26)=647.5, p<.001, sample size adjusted BIC=6766.5, entropy=.942). The threeclass solution had a larger value of the BIC than the two-class solution. The two-class solution revealed a sample that could be split 33% (n=62) and 67% (n=125) into classes representing lower and higher cognitive functioning, respectively. Individuals who were older (b=0.065, p<.001), who had lower functioning on DAFS IADLs (b=-0.184, p<.001), but not DAFS BADLs (b=-0.143, p=.063) were more likely to be in the lower cognitive functioning class. Group mean scores on each cognitive measure by predicted class membership are shown in Table 2 .
Cognitive functioning is substantially lower in the smaller latent class than the larger. Profiles of cognitive functioning by latent class across cognitive functioning measures are shown in Figure 1 . Most cognitive measures hover around -1.0SD below the grand mean in the lower cognitive functioning group and +0.5SD above the grand mean in the higher cognitive functioning group consistent with the proportion in each latent class, although as expected there is considerable overlap for most measures. Standardized scores across groups are most similar for the WAIS-III similarities and FOME recognition subscales and intermediate for the FOME recall task (Figure 1) . Table 3 shows the factor structure within each latent class. To allow for the anticipated lack of psychometric equivalence of study measures, we allowed factor loadings to vary across latent classes. Factor loadings indicate the strength of the associations between the latent construct and observed measures. The lower functioning latent class is characterized by high factor loadings for the SIB and non-significant loading for the WAIS-III Similarities scale.
Factor Structure by Latent Class
Loadings for the Hand Tapping test and FOME recall and recognition tasks are also higher for the lower functioning group. In contrast, all loadings are significant for the higher cognitive functioning group and higher than in the lower functioning class for the MMSE, WAIS-III Similarities test and BDS. There was also considerable evidence for differences in observed scores as a function of vision problems, GDS, and education, with fewer differences by race, gender, and hearing problems (Table 4) .
Concurrent and Predictive Validity of Latent Class Membership
Logistic regression indicated that latent class membership was well-predicted by GDRS scores (77.5% correctly classified, χ 2 (1)=64.9, p<.001, sensitivity=67.6%, specificity=82.4%). Because the GDRS was not used as a measure of cognitive performance or as a variable to identify latent class membership it thus provides an external criterion for interpretation of our latent classes. Additional analyses (Table 5 ) indicated that this association persisted even after adjusting for age and DAFS BADLs and IADLs. This is important because whereas the latter three variables were used to help identify latent class membership, the GDRS still remains a significant independent predictor. Table 6 shows Global Deterioration Rating Scale scores by predicted class membership. Forty-one of 62 individuals (66%) in the lower functioning latent class had GDRS scores of five or size. In contrast, only 22 of 125 individuals (17%) in the higher functioning latent class had GDRS scores in this range. This finding provides strong independent evidence for the success in separating centenarians into cognitively normal and nonnormal groups despite considerable overlap in observed scores on most measures of cognitive performance.
Additional analyses evaluate the evidence for the concurrent and predictive validity of the latent classes. Although variance associated with age, gender, race, education, and vision and hearing problems was partitioned out of the latent variable scores, it is still possible for these variables to be associated with latent class membership (i.e., predictive of between group differences net of within group variation). Individuals predicted to be in the lower cognitive functioning group were more likely to be older (M Age =100.9 vs. 100.0 years, t(185) = 3.297, p < 0.001), African American (27% vs. 14%, p=.045), have less formal education (10.0 vs. 11.4 years, t(185) = -2.403, p < 0.017), more depressive symptoms (3.9 vs. 2.9, t(185) = 2.555, p < 0.011), reside in a facility (71% vs. 50%, p=.007), have lower plasma folate (13.4 vs. 18.7 ng/mL, t(146.02) = -3.334, p < 0.001), carry an ε4 allele of APOE (23% vs. 10%, p=.045), and to die within the following two years (63% vs 44%, p=. 020). There were no associations with renal functioning.
CONCLUSION
The goal of the study was to identify and characterize latent profiles of cognitive functioning in centenarians and the psychometric properties of cognitive measures within them. Results suggest that cognition in this population-based sample of centenarians can be wellcharacterized by two subgroups that differ primarily in terms of level of cognitive functioning. Approximately one-third of the sample had scores on most measures of cognitive functioning that were roughly one standard deviation below the overall sample mean for this sample. Two thirds of the sample had scores on most measures of cognitive functioning that were roughly half a standard deviation above the overall sample mean. Group membership was also well-characterized by age and DAFS IADLs. Our previous research found that DAFS IADL correlated more highly with the MMSE in this age group than it did with self-or proxy-reported IADLs. This suggests the important potential role of cognition for determining objective functional performance, particularly with regard to instrumental activities of daily living.
There is also evidence that the factor structure of cognitive performance differs across latent classes. Performance in the lower cognition group was most strongly associated with scores on the SIB, hand tapping, and FOME scales, and unrelated to WAIS-III Similarities performance. These results can largely be attributable to the high proportion of individuals scoring at floor on the Similarities measure in the lower-performance group (46.8%) compared with the higher-performance group (6.4%). In contrast, performance in the higher cognition group was most strongly associated with scores on the MMSE, WAIS-III Similarities, and BDS. Floor effects were again important for the BDS, with 29.5% of the lower-performance group scoring at floor and none scoring above 13, whereas only one individual in the higher-performance group scored at floor, and scores ranged up to 19. Likewise, 27 of 53 individuals (50.9%) in the low cognitive functioning group had scores at floor on the WAIS similarities scale.
We found considerable evidence for the concurrent and predictive validity of these latent classes. Most importantly, class membership was well-predicted by GDRS scores, which were used as an independent indicator of cognition. This association persisted even after adjusting for age and DAFS scores. Individuals classified in the lower cognitive functioning group were more likely to be older, African American, have lower education, more depressive symptoms, facility residents, have lower plasma folate, carry the APOE ε4 allele, and to be within two years of mortality at the time of testing -which supports the concept of declining cognition in individuals nearing mortality.
The limited amount of population-based data currently available suggests that cognitive functioning in centenarians is low, on average, compared with samples of older adults or even octogenarians (Miller et al., 2010 ). In the current study this is reflected by the association between latent class membership and GDRS scores, which have been validated against clinical consensus and neuropathological data with a subset of this sample. It is interesting to note that, in their original study Folstein et al. (1975) suggested that "the score of 20 or below was found essentially only in patients with dementia, delirium, schizophrenia or affective disorder and not in normal elderly people" (p. 196 ). In the current study, 52 of 53 individuals (98%) in the lower cognitive functioning latent class had scores of 20 or lower on the MMSE (the other had a score of 21). However, among those in the higher cognitive functioning latent class, 54 of 134 individuals (40%) also had a score of 20 or lower. Thus, traditional cut points on cognitive screening measures may not be as indicative of poor function in the oldest-old as they are in younger populations.
The results of the present study suggest that factor mixture analysis may present a practical solution for disentangling underlying cognitive ability from floor and ceiling effects, sensory impairments, depressive symptomatology, and low educational attainment which would otherwise complicate interpretation of scores on standard instruments. Because we were able to identify latent classes which tracked well with an external measure of cognitive impairment (the GDRS), we believe that this study illustrates that a normative approach for this sample of centenarians would be misleading. In this case centenarians were separated into two homogenous classes. Nevertheless, we note several limitations in the present study. Although ideal, longitudinal data are difficult to collect with this age group, and fraught with selective attrition. Similarly, many measures appropriate for use with younger samples cannot be used with a large proportion of our sample due to ceiling and floor effects, or because they would have been too taxing in light of all of the other constructs evaluated in this study. Additionally, some variables were obtained, of necessity, by self-report. Centenarians may have limited availability of proxy reporters and self-report may be difficult to obtain due to sensory or cognitive impairments. Finally, we did not have access to measures of premorbid intelligence such as reading ability and so had to rely instead on educational attainment. Table 1 Descriptive Statistics by Latent Class Associations between Covariates and Observed Variable Scores Logistic Regression Models Predicting Latent Class Membership 
Profiles on Cognitive Scales by Latent Class
